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Dionysos is the god of the grape harvest, winemaking/wine, of ritual

madness, fertility, theatre and religious ecstasy in ancient greek religion

and myth

Wine played an important role in Greek culture, and the cult of Dionysus

was the main religious focus for its unrestrained consumption



He may have been worshipped as early as c. 1500–1100 BC Greeks

His origins are uncertain, and his cults took many forms; some are

described by ancient sources as Thracian

He is also known as Bacchus especially by the Romans



The area of East Macedonia – Thrace is one the oldest wine regions of

Europe

Τhe first samples of vine cultivation were discovered close to Krinides, in

Kavala region.

Grape seeds have been found in excavations at Toumba of Photolibos in

Drama, dating to the Neolithic period (around 4000 b.c.a.)

The first grapevine cultivation region in Greece is considered to be theThe first grapevine cultivation region in Greece is considered to be the

Philippoi region in eastern Macedonia during the period of 2800 to 2200

b.c.a.



RECENT RESULTS Early Neolithic wine of Georgia in the South 

Caucasus

www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.

1073/pnas.1714728114/-/DCSupplemental.

The earliest biomolecular 

archaeological and archaeobotanical

evidence for 

grape wine and viniculture from the 

Near East, ca. 6,000–5,800 BC during 

the early Neolithic Period



Homer mentions in Odyssey that Maron offered ten amphorae of wine to Odysseus.

An inscription of the 5th century B.C.A. in Thasos records all the issues related to

vintage, winemaking and the market of wine

According the legislation the wines from Thasos could be sold only in amphora,

sealed by “market controllers”.

The same law, in order to protect the originality and the monopoly of the local

wine, obliged that any ship transporting wine was not permitted to have access to

the port of Thasos, with penalty of confiscation of the ship.



While vineyards have been destroyed by bad weather, illness and warfare, we know

that during the 5th century A.C.A. the cultivated areas in the region have been

increased, and wines started to be characterized by the area where they were

produced, such as the wines of Paggaio area thought to be of high quality.

The wines of the region were called Vivlinos oinos and the region Vivlia Chora



During the Ottoman domination the cultivated areas decreased significantly.

The main reason was the hostile attitude of Muslims against alcohol and

respectively wine

However, wine-growing and winemaking did not cease

At the beginning of the 20th century a significant damage in grapevine

cultivation was recorded due to Phyloxera



At the beginning of 20 th century in Soufli regions more than 1000 Ha were

cultivated while actually less than 200 Ha

The vineyards were finally saved, however, the cultivated areas reduced

significantly.

Replantation with local varieties has been launched such as Karnachals,Replantation with local varieties has been launched such as Karnachals,

Mpougialamas and other varieties



The Region 

of East Macedonia and Thrace 



EASTERN MACEDONIA 

& THRACE

Variety Area (ha)

1. CABERNET SAUVIGNON 264

2. MERLOT 242

3. SAUVIGNON 210

4. CHARDONNAY 140

5. PAMIDI 125

OTHER 1,472

TOTAL 2,456

Drama

Pangeon

Avdira Maronia

Soufli-

Evros



• The viticultural zone of Drama is situated between 3 important mountains: M. Pangeon

at SE, M. Menikio at SW and M. Falakro in the North.

• The plain o Drama (300 feet) is one of the biggest in Eastern Macedonia, mainly devoted 

to cereal crops. 

• Vineyards are located in 2 areas:

-At the footslopes of M. Menikio on slopes facing North to NE (500-1000 feet).

-East of Drama on flat ground and SW facing slopes.

LOCALISATION

Drama

M. Falakro



The area is protected from the cold 

north winds by M. Falakro

The area is cooler than Kavala, but due 

to its continental characteristics (the 

Aegean’s sea’s influence is blocked by 

the mountains), there are more heat 

extremes during the summer (especially 

on the lowest levels). 

Rain is also scarce during summer 

TERROIR

Rain is also scarce during summer 

months.

Soils in the plains are generally well 

drained with average fertility (vigor is 

controlled by cover cropping).

Soils on the slopes are more shallow, 

often entirely on limestone, giving more 

balanced vines. 



Because of the continental nature of Drama’s climate, red varieties are 

more suitable (international varieties are dominant, but Agiorgitiko is 

expanding fast). 

However, north facing slopes of Menikio are ideal for early ripening white 

grapes.

Menikio slopes Cab. Sauvignon SyrahAgiorgitiko



PGI DRAMA 

PGI AGORA

PGI ADRIANI



Eleftheroupoli

M. Pangeo

• The viticultural zone of Pangeon lies at a narrow valley (‘Pieria’ valley) between Mount 

Pangeon (6,500 feet) and the small mountain ‘Symvolo’. The valley floor is situated at 500 

to 650 feet.

• The region also comprises a smaller valley of Akropotamos (valley floor at 270 feet) and 

the coastal area of Kariani.

LOCALISATION of PANGEON VINEYARDS

Kokkinochori

Akropotamos

Kariani

M. Symvolo

Aegean 

Sea



The area was initially dedicated to table grapes with most Estates established since the late

1990s.

Winegrape varieties were selected among popular indigenous and international varieties,

but Sauvignon blanc is dominant (its blend with the locally cultivated Assyrtiko is particularly

successful).

Akropotamos valley Sauvignon blanc Assyrtiko



Kariani

The combination of topography and 

neighboring with both mountain and sea, 

make the Pangeon area especially suitable 

for winegrapes.

Main climate is temperate warm (heat 

summation ~2000 Growing Degree Day, 400-

500 GDD more than Amyndeon) but nights 

are cool (masses of cool air coming from the 

surrounding mountains).

TERROIR

Akropotamos
surrounding mountains).

Most vineyards are situated on flat ground 

or light slopes facing south.

Soils are relatively fertile and deep and 

average yields often exceed 80 hL/ha.



PGI PAGGAION

PGI KAVALA

PGI THASOS



Xanthi
Komotini

• The viticultural zone of Maronia is located on the slopes of M.Ismaros at 1,200

feet altitude, in a small distance from the sea, benefiting by both mountain and

maritime influences (lower average temperatures).

LOCALISATION of AVDIRA and MARONIA – XANTHI and RODOPI 

Xanthi
Komotini

Maronia

Avdira

Aegean 

Sea



Avdira
Local climate is characterized by the 

increased rainfall and air humidity, 

leading to increased disease risk.

Avdira soils are mostly flat, heavy, 

with neutral pH. Maronia soils are 

more varied, depending on their 

position on the slope (more shallow 

and stony on the higher points).

Local variety ‘Mavroudi’ maybe 

promising although plantations are 
Maronia

promising although plantations are 

scarce. Pamidi (red) and Zoumiatiko

(white) have limited potential OR not 

?

Mavroudi



PGI AVDIRA



PGI ISMARIKOS



The viticultural zones of Evros are located in various sub-regions such as in Soufli.

Vineyards stand on the eastern slope of the twin hill of Prophet Elias, one of the eastern

most spurs on the Rhodope Mountains. It is situated in the center of the Evros regional

unit, 65 km north of Alexandroupoli.

LOCALISATION of EVROS vineyards

Maronia
Soufli



Vineyards in Orestiada

Avdira

Evros vineyards soils are flat, sandy,

with neutral pH with low organic

matter and low in calcium carbpnate.

Generally the land is fertile.

The mountains of Rodopi protect the

vineyards of Evros from cold northvineyards of Evros from cold north

winds, whie the Aegean sea influence

the winter temperatures turning the

climate milder



PGI EVROU 



TABLE GRAPES: Sultanina and Victoria are main ones

WINE GRAPES: Successful adaptation of international varieties. Indigenous varieties?

Mavroudi Limnio Pamidi Sefka Zoumiatiko

Cab. Sauvignon SyrahAssyrtikoChardonnay Sauvignon blanc



PGI GREEK VARIETIES OF EASTERN 

MACEDONIA-THRACE 

1. DRAMA : Asyrtico, Roditis, Malagouzia, Muscat d’Alexandrie, Robola, 

Agiorgitiko, Limnio

2. KAVALA : the same as above plus Μoschomavro, Pamidi

3. Avdira- Xanthi : Athiri, Asyrtico, Zoumiatico, Roditis, Malagouzia, Muscat 

d’Alexandrie, Limnio, Mavroudi, Pamidi

4. Ismarikos-Rodopi : Roditis, Muscat d’Alexandrie, Limnio, Mavroudi

5. Evros : Athiri, Asyrtico, Zoumiatico (Damiatis), Malagouzia, Karnachalades, 

Keratsouda, Limhio, Mavroudi, Moschomavro, Mpougialamades, Pamidi, 

Sefka



Categories of varieties to be studied

1. Minor local varieties: of local importance, fairly utilized (few 

or at least one wine appellation). Ex.: Mavrud (not important 

in Greece, important in Bulgaria), Pamidi

DIONYSOS PROJECT

Selecting main local wine varieties and identifying their 

characteristics

in Greece, important in Bulgaria), Pamidi

2. Local neglected varieties endangered to disappear: present 

only in collections or in marginal, old vineyards, often not yet 

evaluated (Karnachalas, Mpougialamas)



The red variety Karnachalas comes

from the area of Evros in north-

eastern Thrace

Karnachalas

eastern Thrace

A late-ripening grape with a

characteristic aroma



The red variety Mpougialamas

comes from the area of Evros in

north-eastern Thrace

Mpougialamas 

A late-ripening grape with a deep

red colour, skins very rich in

anthocyans



Musts analysis

Winemaking of local varietey



Micro – vinifications



Sensory Analysis
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Karlachanades, Soufli/ Karlachanades NAGREF
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Classical Oenological analysis



1) Study on the region, history, varieties etc

2) Search and locate the varieties in the regions of the stu

3) Collect wines of the varieties made by local wine makers

4) Collect leafs for DNA analysis

5) Harvest the grapes and winemaking using the same protocole

The plan

5) Harvest the grapes and winemaking using the same protocole

6) Also Spontaneous fermentations in order to isolate indigenous

yeasts

7) DNA characterization of the yeasts







Thank you 


